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Abstract
This essay reflects a final thesis work of exploring future opportunities of
temporary storing in future car interiors. The work is based from user studies
and supported by designers of the automotive industry. The exploratory
part focuses on contextual video interviews studying the use of the interior
storage space. Categories are created from the studies to investigate several
possibilities parallel throughout the work. A category of flexible space is
chosen to being developed into a final design proposal.
The result is a concept called LVL - A flexible surface that offers different use
of the same space.
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1.0 Points of departure for the work
This design work was based on a user-centered perspective. This focus was
chosen due to my vision of my role as a designer; to create and develop
useful tools. In this work, I saw the role of a designer as a translator of
physical artifacts and services for humans. By being a product designer, I
created physical and commercial proposals for solutions to present my vision
of translations. Commercial artifacts and services must be understandable
and helpful for people using them otherwise it loses the purpose as being
useful tools. In other words, users should be the one that inspires how the
product should act and do and not vice versa. This was important since I
chose to work within the context of a car interior.
1.1 Definition and constrains
The car interior context was the base for this project. The car interior had
several parts that acted as a link or shell between the driver and the driving
elements of the car. The steering wheel, gear leaver, pedals etc. was essential to operate a car. There were also tools, made to make the drive more
comfortable such as air conditioner (made the climate better in the car),
radio (entertainment), seats (made the driver sit comfortably and safely) etc.
All of these tools was operated in the car interior and must be understandable to the user in order to make him or her able to benefit from them. This
made the car very interesting platform for user-centered design.
The tools mentioned earlier were components in the assembly that we call
“a car”. These components was made specifically to support tasks connected
to our needs within the assembly. One of them was to transport objects that
weren’t built to be components of the car. As I saw it, the car interior must be
adaptable to external objects that we brought along in our journeys in order
for cars to fulfill the focus of being designed for humans. The space in cars
was obviously limited for external objects. As long as objects fit inside, there
was not an issue of being able to transport them from a to b. However, to
have a user-centered perspective one must also consider how these external
objects was being used before, during and after the drive.
My focus for this thesis was the temporary storage space within the car interior. I chose to include the factor of temporality to define the project of being
about the storage space that users interact with every day. Jan Chipchase,
researcher at Nokia, refers to such a space in a TED-presentation in march
2007, as the “center of gravity”.1 The center of gravity refers to the space
where we were likely to put and find our most carried belongings such as
mobile phone, keys, money etc. It is basically a space we created in order to
always find these objects and constantly having them available.

___________________________________
1

TED-Talk of Jan Chipchase 2007 https://www.ted.com/talks/jan_chipchase_on_our_
mobile_phones/transcript
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The temporary storage space was not limited to a specific location of the car
interior since it was the users that defined the space. A storage space could
of course be suggested by the automakers but the concept of storing was
defined by the use. I chose to work with the action of storing in order to have
the user in the center of the project.
I chose to study parents of under-aged children with contextual video interviews in the exploratory work. The frame of users enabled the initial work
to explore similarities and differences more easily. The choice of parents
of under-aged children was important since they were still responsible for
their childrens action and more likely to assist them in a wider way than if
they were adult children. The use of external objects may also have been
bigger when the children were coming along. Some errands during the user
studies were directly connected to the children such as picking them up from
school, making the parents focusing on their children’s objects for temporary
storing. The complexity for the project increased with this factor. The group
could have been categorized as extreme users of external objects. Parents
focus and time span must be divided between them and their children.
Since I worked with parents use of the interior, I limited the exploratory
phase to the physical space up front of the car. I focused on the driver and his or
her needs although I allowed the project to be inspired by other physical areas.

Illustration of typical car interior. Grey circles illustrates reachable areas of each passenger
(4 passenger configuration)

In my exploratory work I chose to limit the work to a medium station wagon
from the so called D-segment.2 The station wagon was interesting because of
the opportunity to access the luggage space inside the car. Therefore mayor
external objects will preferably be placed in that luggage space and leave the
rest of the interior open for the temporary storage space. The D-segment
size was in the middle of the interior space spectra. The space interior was
___________________________________
2

Car Classification defined by European Commission - D-segment. https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/D-segment
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not too little but also not too big to make the temporary storage superfluous.
Volvo V60 was a good vehicle example and also one of the most popular cars
in Sweden at the time of the video interviews.3

Illustration to compare size between cars segments, classified by European Commission.
D-Segment (large cars). M-Segment (Multi Purpose cars).4

1.2 Reflection on automotive industry
The automotive industry had a rich history of detailed design work and
engineering. I believed there was a context in the terms of designing cars.
Perhaps it was better described as an arena where automotive designers has
created a solid base of what car design should be about, with do’s and don’ts.
This design work enabled me as a designer to understand the field and
benefit from their experience. I saw a value of their opinion in my work and
get helpful feedback. If this study could relate to todays work, hopefully this
concept study could contribute to the experience of user needs and desires
when designing cars for the future. I chose to arrange meetings with different
stakeholders of the automotive industry to listen to their experience and get
thoughts on my work. By offering the industry to bring input in my thesis it
would hopefully also create a sort of credibility, justifying my conclusions.
Although influence of experienced professionals could be positive, it was
important to distance this work of technical limitations and preconceptions of what car design was about. I saw a risk of not contributing with new
inputs in the academic discourse if this thesis focused on pleasing the industry
standards. In addition to the user perspective I set a future focus for the work
where the limitations of today could be different or non-existing.

___________________________________
3
4

Swedens most sold cars 2011. http://www.vibilagare.se/nyheter/topplista-2011-mest-saldabilarna-35888
Car Classification defined by European Commission - M-segment. https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/M-segment
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The concept of designing for a future use requires reflections and observations of how it could influence this design work. I chose to conduct contextual video interviews with present user as inspiration for design and future
use. In addition to the user studies I would create a future forecasting.
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2.0 Background
2.1 Trends of the automotive industry
The car fleet of the world was increasing according to ACEA - European
automobile manufacturers association5. Because of this factor, there was a
focus of developing components to ease the driving experience in terms of
effort. Meanwhile there was also an increase in the information providing
to the driver. Global position system – GPS was a device designed to help us
navigate while driving, providing information on which roads to use in order
to get to our destination. The information that was reached via the GPS far
exceeds the information we can get from our senses and roads-signs during
a drive. This was obviously helpful because it helped us to make strategic
driving decisions in advance. It may also contributed to a safer driving
environment since short-term decisions with late lane-changes were easier
to eliminate. However, the GPS navigation was an additional information
source that competes with traditional sources outside the car. Our concentration must be divided between these sources. It could potentially make us
drive unsafe if the two information sources don’t match and forces users to
consider both alternatives before making driving decisions.
Another more recent system to reduce driving effort was ACC Adaptive
Cruise Control6, first introduced in the Toyota “all-speed tracking system” for
Lexus LS 460.7 The system read the distance to the car in front and adjusted
the speed automatically to it from 0-100km/h. This was a useful tool in
multiple start and stop-situations such as during traffic jam.
The autonomous car could maybe be the ultimate reduce of driving effort.
In 2005, Robot developer and computer scientist Sebastian Thrun won the
DARPA Grand Challenge with a self-driving robot built in a car.8 After the
success with the car, Thrun joined Google Inc. and developed, among other
things, the self-driving car further.9 The car was just a prototype by then but
points to a trend of creating system and opportunity of effortless driving.
It enabled us to spend more time to do other things than driving while
traveling. External objects could also be used even more during traveling. As
driving assistant system were being implemented, there was less need for our
attention while driving.
___________________________________
5
6
7
8
9

ACEA (2017). https://www.acea.be/statistics/article/size-distribution-of-the-vehicle-fleet
Edelstein (2017) Adaptive Cruise Control explained. https://www.digitaltrends.com/cars/
adaptive-cruise-control/
Waterman (2006) Lexus LS460. https://www.autoblog.com/2006/09/19/japanesemarket-lexus-ls460-boasts-a-host-of-worlds-firsts/?guccounter=1
Wiley InterScience (2006) Stanley: The Robot that Won the DARPA Grand Challenge.
http://robots.stanford.edu/papers/thrun.stanley05.pdf
Sebastian Thrun TED-talk about Google’s driverless car. https://www.ted.com/talks/
sebastian_thrun_google_s_driverless_car
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2.2 Social changes
Sympathy doesn’t automatically made us care in the same sense as we would
in a case of empathy. We were more likely to act upon our copied feeling than
in the case of sympathy.
Empathy was one of six senses, or ability, that author and social scientist
Daniel H Pink believes was important of a mindset for the present future. In
his book “A Whole New Mind – Why Right Brainers Will Rule the Future”,
Pink introduces the “Conceptual Age“, a theory that stated the society of the
present future.
“In short, we’ve progressed from a society of farmers to a society of factory
workers to a society of knowledge workers. And now we’re progressing yet
again—to a society of creators and empathizers, of pattern recognizers and
meaning makers.”10

Acording to Pink, we were leaving the “Information Age” where facts and
information was the most valued aspects of the society to a society where the
senses of Design, Story, Symphony, Play, Meaning and Empathy were more
important because it engage us other human beings.
“Empathy is much more than a vocational skill necessary for surviving twentyfirst–century labor markets. It’s an ethic for living. It’s a means of understanding
other human beings…”11

Empathy was the ability to put oneself in another person’s situation, almost
copying the feeling. The digital and social media today enabled us to witness
horrible situations all over the world, no matter of the extent. Empathy was
compared to sympathy closer to the act of help. Prosocial behavior such as
volunteering actions of helping, donation and sharing were a few examples
of how empathy could make us act. How does this factor affecred the car
industry, one might ask?12
Financial crisis in 2007-2008 and increased global warming made us in
need of supporting each other to a greater ability than our precursors.13 It
simply affected all of us, which obviously makes us in need of collaborating
in order to survive in the long run. Starting with influences of financial crises
there were more people willing to share resources such as a car with others.
2007 in Sweden, the web community skjutsgruppen.se started as a Facebook group where users could offer a ride to members, or ask to be driven
somewhere.14 It had grown to be available outside Facebook as a website and
application for mobile devices. People who didn’t own car or having a driving
___________________________________
10 Pink, Daniel H (2006) A Whole New Mind – Why Right Brainers Will Rule the Future, Pink
introduces the “Conceptual Age, New York: Riverhead: 50
11 Ibid 2006: 165
12 Ibid
13 Financial crisis 0f 2007-2008. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crisis_of_2007–
2008
14 Community for ride-sharing. https://www.skjutsgruppen.nu
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license could use this service instead of public transportation. Also, people
with cars can benefit from driving other members for free or a small fee and
at the same time be more environmental friendly.
The awareness of global warming had also contributed to this trend as the
emission per person decreased as we traveled together in one resource.
Another social trend in automotive was car pool services.15 A car pool was
simply a car rental service with a membership. The advantage comparing
to private use a rental car was the easy access and lower overall cost when
frequently used. Comparing to actually owning a car it included the cost of
incurrence, fuel, taxes, service, spare parts and decreased value of the car in
the fee. The car fleet was often parked accessibly near residential neighborhoods. The idea of providing such a service was to offer the access of a car
to those who only needed one occasionally. Since people were likely to need
it at different time it will be used more efficient during its lifetime. A huge
improvement on overall use of a environmental demanding resource.
For this study, the increasing act of empathy that made cars being shared
was also affecting the external objects that are put inside of the car. Shared
cars were more likely to be used at different occasions compared to one
owner with a certain pattern of use. A car interior should have been adjustable
not only to different byers but also different users during it’s lifetime.
2.3 Environmentally friendly space
In June 2013, ACEA agreed on new CO2-emission target for 2020 to reduce
the industry’s affection on the global warming.16 There had been different
studies and opinions about the oil reserve to be or not to be about to end.
Regardless if it would be out or not, there was still the issue of the increasing
car fleet of earth was contributing to the global warming. Regulation standards were affecting car manufacturers to find new way to power our cars.
When exploring that, one would understand that the traditional driveline
we used with petrol and diesel cars would be changed. The driveline highly
affected the cars interior and the opportunities within it. As an example, the
transmission tunnel wouldn’t be needed in electric power cars since both the
traditional drive shaft and transmission would not be needed. This means that
the floor in car interiors could be completely flat, enabling new possible space
for storing.

___________________________________
15
16

Car pool services had a breaktrough in 2015 in Sweden. http://www.mynewsdesk.com/se/
sunfleet/pressreleases/2015-ett-genombrottsaar-foer-bilpooler-1342615
ACEA (2013) Article on agreement on 2020 CO2 targets for cars. https://www.acea.be/
press-releases/article/agreement_on_2020_co2_targets_for_cars
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2.4 Concept cars
The automotive industry constantly produced concept cars to visualize ideas
of predicted future. It was used to present visions of solutions and shapes
where one could chose to ignore current production constrains. A concept
could also be used as a marketing tool to state a certain positioning of the
brand, for example being sportier, more luxurious etc. The feedback from
the market of these visions was essential in order to adjust designs before
final production. New design directions could be tested before they end up
in production which were a lot cheaper than adjusting a set production line.
According to Motor Trend Magazine, Audi had to redesign their big SUV
model Q7 in 2013 as the initial design was criticized, just before official
release.17 The emergency redesign was reported to cost Audi about 260
Million dollars, including a revised launch strategy.

Rendering of Volkswagen I.D. BUZZ Concept 2017 interior18

The physical opportunities of new power sources had been visualized with
concept car studies. The Volkswagen I.D. BUZZ Concept was presented at the
2017 Detroit Auto Show. It was designed around the Electric Vehicle Module
platform with autonomus driving oportunities.19 The Volkswagen I.D. BUZZ
Concept offered a spacious interior imagined for the future of 2022. With
electrical power source it had a flat floor that enabled a more flexible interior
layout without a traditional cardan shaft.

___________________________________
17

Seabaugh (2013) Audi Q7 delayed because of re-design. http://wot.motortrend.com/
we-hear-next-gen-audi-q7-delayed-for-emergency-redesign-394113.html?__federated=1
18 Volkswagen I.D. BUZZ concept. http://newsroom.vw.com/vehicles/future-cars/official-thevw-bus-is-back-and-its-electric/
19 Electric Vehicle Module. http://newsroom.vw.com/vehicles/the-electric-vehicle-module/
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Rendering of Volkswagen Electric Vehicle Module platform20

Lync & Co 01 interior

At the 2017 Auto Shanghai show, a new car brand Lync & Co introduced a
concept car called 01.21 The concept was also build on electrified power plants
but offered a more traditional platform and interior layout. With the new
brand, a new business model was intruduced. The business model focused
on online purschases, traditional ownership, leasing but also offered users a
sharing-membership. This meant that owners could share their own Lync &
Co cars via a community or rent cars from other users.

___________________________________
20 Electric Vehicle Module-rendering. http://newsroom.vw.com/vehicles/the-electric-vehiclemodule/
21 Lync & CO 01 concept. https://www.netcarshow.com/lynk_co/2016-01_concept/
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Renault R-Space Concept interior sketch

Renault R-Space Concept was a concept at the 2011 International Motor
show of Geneva.22 The interior of the R-Space visualizes a flexible interior
solution where the backseat is built up by cube pillars that could be adjusted
in height. The focus of the concept was to visualize a MPV Multi purpose
vehicle or M-segment for families with the backseat as play-area for children.23
The drivetrain was still petrol based but the flexibility showed an example of
a flexible interior solution for different use. The aspect of growing children
with different play-periods in life were not reflected but was also interesting
in the sense of owning a car that could adjust for a long period of time.
Adjustments were of course common in present cars making it comfortable
and safe to drive. Seats could often be adjusted in an electric or an analog
manner. Electric adjustments were done with buttons connected to small
motors in the seat. The electric adjustments often had a memory opportunity
where a computer could give the motors directions from a preset setup.
The seat memory opportunity was ideal in cars with multiple users, each
having their own position preprogrammed. Unique user setup was also
sometimes available on the steering wheel, rear-view mirrors, radio stations
etc., depending on make and model of the car. As the car computer could
memorize different user settings, users could depend on presettings. It
meant there was no need remembering their setup. To date that opportunity
was only available within the same car.
I believed that individual settings should be able to follow the user from one
car to another in the future. There could be several opportunities for cars to
adapt to users unique pre-settings. Either via a personal key or connecting
to a cloud database. It would open up the opportunity of having a personal
adjusted car in any car, elimiating the purpose of having a selfowned car for
the benefit of saving presettings. The actual need of car transportation would
not be equal or depending on car ownership.
___________________________________

22 Renault R-Space concept. http://www.netcarshow.com/renault/2011-r-space_concept/
23 Car Classification defined by European Commission - M-segment. https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/M-segment
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2.5 Summery
Reviewing my background research to forecast the future, I explored
common aspects in the different studies. I chose to further explore the
aspects connected to the automotive industry, future movements in society
and technology progressions. Since they could be connected to more than
one field, I would consider them as important factors for the future use and
not just an ephemeral trend.
The statistics of ACEA lead me into the extent of the car industry and how
that was affecting the users. I believed the huge fleet of cars in the world to
this date, demands increased attention of the driver. There were more cars
to keep track on since the traffic was becoming larger. The assistance in cars
that was developed in able to ease the task of driving was as essential to our
time as the car was in the very beginning to be able to transport us and our
objects in the first place. In terms of our temporary objects, we needed our
cars to be as adoptive to them as to our driving. Since we would be able to
spend more time with external objects in cars they should also be integrated
in the driving environment. The use of mobile devices probably would not
stop just because we were busying driving. One could had seen it as a negative spiral of less attention-needing technology enabled more attention-time
for other technology. More gadgets could require more split focus. However,
I believed the automotive industry always had worked in this way, to adopt
technology that offered us increased comfort sometimes regardless if it
was beneficial in a philosophical point of view. Probably because increased
comfort could be a selling argument. Why switch to a new model when the
old one was good enough?
This led me into the empathy aspect of our future society. Was it even necessary for us to even own our cars any more? In both economical and environmental friendly terms, the service of car pool was very suitable to fulfill the
basic need of using a personal transportation tool. I was certain that the car
was still considered to act as a status symbol in some circles. As a car enthusiast, I for instance could relate to this mindset, although I believed that the
general public isn’t in need of that. Services such as the Lync & Co sharingcommunity was an example of a flexible solution that I believed was a consequence of our demands for more resource effective sollutions. An economical
alternative to car pool services was to buy an old used car. In environmental
friendly terms it was also negative to use to old cars as everyday tools. Old
cars would have less envirnomental-focused drivetrain-regulation when
developed compared to new cars. Leaving aside the enthusiast, the general
public were also still interested in expressing their personality with artifacts
and objects, I believed car pool cars could be one of them. Already there was
a way of expressing ones commitment of being environmentally friendly with
car pools as the logo of the service might be shown.
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I argued there should be opportunities to customize a car pool car with
functions and settings. The settings should also be available to be used with
every car. Cloud connected services enabled user to access information in
a personal tone regardless of what device being used to read it. The same
opportunity could be available in cars. Imagine if we could carry a physical
or digital key with the preferred settings of our driving style. Seats could be
adjusted just the way we left it, even if it was done in another car of different
make and model. Even the exterior could be able to adjust to our own settings
in the future. In some sense, this would enable us to express ourselves with
the current transportation tool at our hand; no matter of we used the specific
artifact before or not. I do believe this opportunity was far thought ahead
since there was other factors that made the automotive market what it was.
What happend to brand and brand-value if car manufactures had to compile
with the idea of users moving custom interior objects between different
models or manufacturers? Could the brand logo and shape move between
cars even if another manufacturer produced it?
As I began to question the ownership of cars it was also important to understand the aspect of increased flexibility as users could be using the same car
and space for different purpose.
The aspects of flexible use and this background study would influence the
thesis and design work. I would use it as my base for both the exploratory
work and concept studies.
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3.0 Design process
The brief for this design project stated to create flexible solutions of temporary storage space for future car interiors. The aspect of flexibile solutions
were in line with the future forecast conducted. Both our future behavior of
living and industry points to this aspect. Temporary storage space must then
be explored in order to create a proposal for a solution. There was a need
of understanding what it was. What defines a temporary space for storage?
What makes a space being used for storage? What was temporary? I believe
the answer to these questions was based around the use of a space. In order
to understand the use, I chose to conduct contextual video interviews. I
chose this method to be able to follow daily habits of the user in the car and
to observe subconscious actions. Conducting contextual interview enabled
easy discussions about the use, pointing and showing important aspects.
The studies would be the foundation of creative inspiration for the idea
process. The idea process was eventually divided into three categories, which
enabled the work to have several parallel tracks. The different tracks helped
me to compare and connect ideas. One of these tracks were then formed into
a final proposal with inspiration from the others.
During the idea process I chose to meet up with several designers within the
automotive industry to discuss my sketches and thoughts. Their support and
feedback would encourage me in my study being a reality check. Their influence was also important in my state of my view of design work – to act as the
link between users and industry, them representing the industry.
3.1 Exploratory work
The exploratory work started by setting up the strategy of the design process.
I decided that the work should evolve around the reality of today. User
studies would help me to se how the interior was used and casual interviews
and meetings with car design professionals would help me understand why
they were formed in that way.
3.2 User studies
User experience study demands preparation of the complete process in order
to benefit from them. Obviously, when collecting material there was a need
of ideas of what to do with it and how to collect insights to ensure the material was of value. I needed to be aware of the answer I was looking for before
I could ask questions. My studies were done in the following order:
• Chosing interview method and preparations
• Conducting user studies – Contextual video interviews
• Mapping of interesting aspects after all interviews
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3.3 Chosing interview method and preparations
Contextual video interviews were chosen in collaboration with my tutor and
professor Bo Westerlund. We discussed the method thoroughly both the
execution and framework. The decision of conducting contextual interviews
was inspired by the practicalities of ethnographic research technique, based
in anthropology. Anthropologist Tim Plowman states, in a MIT-article
from 2003 (Ethnography and Critical Design Practice, in Design research:
methods and perspectives):
“As its core, anthropology is the study of human behavior - how people experience and make sense of what they themselves and others do [...] Typically,
we don’t realize how and to what extent we are participating in and therefore
shaping culture. It is so natural to us - our behaviors, feelings, thoughts, ways of
doing, communicating, and understanding all things-that it is extremely difficult
for us to step back from our everyday experiences and analyze these practices
objectively.”24

Ethnographic studies as research technique was used to put the researcher in
the perspective of users behavior. By doing so, the researcher could highlight
behavior nuances that the user might not see or be able to explain themselves. Especially important in the aspect of study and interview users during
a complex and multitask situation such as driving.
Researchers Karen Holzblatt and Sandra Jones also advocate these methods
of observation and state:
“The best way to understand the work is to talk to people is in their actual work
environment. Design information is present in its richest form when we speak
with people during ongoing work or using work artifacts.”25
“People speak about their work in abstractions. Typical data collection techniques, like surveys, structured interviews, or focus groups, collect information
about what people do or what they want in a new system.”26
“If we ask people what they want they will be able to tell us. And, if we collect
all this information we can then design a system to meet users’ wants. This
assumes that people are aware of what they are doing, and know what they need
to improve the system.”27

I found their words to confirm my ideas of the benefits of the technique.
Contextual interviews were an efficient method to put oneself into users
perspective and their experience. There were risks of not being able to “hear”
the full story when only talking to users, not seeing what they see or do.
Context was essential to user studies. As Holzblatt and Jones quotes:
___________________________________
24 Plowman, Tim (2003) Ethnography and Critical Design Practice, in Design research :
methods and perspectives, Brenda Laurel, ed. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press: 1
25 Holzblatt, Karen and Sandra Jones (1995) Conducting and Analyzing a Contextual Interveiw, in Ronald M. Baecker et al. (Eds.) Readings in human-computer interaction: toward
the year 2000, 2nd ed. San Francisco: Kaufmann: 241
26 Ibid 1995: 242
27 Ibid
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“The workplace is filled with touchstones that help people recall their work
experience…”28

Conducting interviews in this way was also a matter of knowing what factors
I needed to focus on as a designer. Ethnographers were usually well experienced with years of field training and know-how. Holzblatt and Jones were
humble in their way of describing the method comparing it to a conversation
where the most important factors were the mindset of listen and not produce:
“First, when we say that users know and the designer does not know, it becomes
acceptable for the designers to ask a question. The designer’s role is not to solve
problems or give answers. Rather, the designer’s role is to understand users’
work and experience in order to imagine technological solutions.”29
“When we design in our head while users are talking, we are no longer letting the
user shape our understanding. But if we simply share our design ideas as they
occur, we both remain in partnership and we can codesign with users.”30

Reading their expertise made me confident in conducting the method since
it was about sharing experience, not role-playing. The pure purpose of the
method was really to get an insight of how users were coping with their
everyday tool and what opportunities there were for design improvements.
“Often we enter the interview with a concern about covering all the issues with
every person. Since each person’s experience is unique, each dialogue is unique.
Users cover the issues that are important to their work. We need not cover every
issues with every person.”31

My studies were conducted before, during and after the drive to gain as much
of the touch-points in the interviews, documented with videos and audio.
Reviewing the material I could study the unspoken behavior or going thru
the discussion again. Video where used in it’s entirety when I was fortuned to
have an assistance but in other cases I used audio during the interview and
filmed specific discussions and events, such as getting in and out.
The user studies were performed with five different parents running errands
with their cars. In discussion with tutors, the number of participant users was
set to be graspable but also enough to compare behaviors. The purpose of
the study was really to get an insight in the everyday use and not to produce
a quantitative study. I believed such quantitative studie was better used in a
stage where a general result was needed to be tested. Since this exploratory
work was set to create a creative base to inspire the design process I prefered
qualitative studies due to their openness in discussion. A contextual interview
also enabled collecting a great amount of unique experience to be influenced
by; such as discussions, thoughts about new solutions and observations.
___________________________________

28 Holzblatt, Karen and Sandra Jones (1995) Conducting and Analyzing a Contextual Interveiw, in Ronald M. Baecker et al. (Eds.) Readings in human-computer interaction: toward
the year 2000, 2nd ed. San Francisco: Kaufmann, pp 243
29 Ibid
30 Ibid 1995: 244
31 Ibid
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As the interviews were formed as discussions I used no specific form with
questions. The execution started simply with a discussion of users describing
how they start their journey and where the external objects would end up in
the car. Inspired of Jan Chipchase in his TED-presentation32 about center of
gravity I asked users where their most important and frequent used artifacts
were placed. When I asked about these artifacts I described them and asked:
“stuff that you would normally carry wherever you go such as keys, mobile
phone and wallet. Where does that end up in your car? Is there a space in the car
that is comparable to the space some people have at home, for example in their
hall-way where these objects end up-such as a bowl on a counter?”

The phrase worked well for the users to understand the type of objects and
simply showed and discussed where they normally would end up and why.

___________________________________
32 TED-Talk of Jan Chipchase 2007 https://www.ted.com/talks/jan_chipchase_on_our_
mobile_phones/transcript
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4.0 User studies
4.1 User Interview nr.1 - 2011 02 21
4.1.1 Young parents of newborn

The first user study was set in a suburb with a young couple and their
newborn daughter. There were using an old Volvo 245 station wagon. The
study lasted for an hour, driving from their home to a fast-food restaurant
and back again. During the meal, the user stayed inside the car eating. It
was winter and in the evening - dark and cold. I sat in the passenger seat
in the front. The father was driving and the mother was traveling in the
backseat with their daughter in a child seat.
4.1.2 Brief summery
I meet up the parents in their home. They were preparing to go out getting
dressed well for the cold weather. The baby daughter clearly added a
complexity since she couldn’t dress herself. A nursing bag was also brought
for her sake. Down in the stairwell a stroller was picked up to go with us. The
parents did dived the responsible of carrying their daughter, nursing bag,
hand bag, car keys etc. It would have to be done different if they couldn’t
offload each other. At the car, the parents began explaining the frustration
over getting their child in the car smoothly. Even opening the door was a
miner frustration because the lack of hands. Once in the car there were a
lot of external objects allready inside. Many items was considered as trash.
Parking tickets, candy wraps, paper towel cloth, take-away coffee cups. The
trash was spread all over the floor, in door-side compartments. Literally
everywhere. We discuss the glove box as we head to the fast-food drive in
restaurant. At first, they were prepared to park the car and go inside but
decide to use the drive-thru because of the issues of getting their daughter
in and out. Once the food got in the car, I realize that I am in the way for it.
Usually the food would end up in the passenger seat as a storage surface.
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Once paying the food, a receipt was signed on the steering wheel. The last
item – a dressing dip that was ordered in last minute was put on a storage
shelf on the dashboard next to keys, old parking tickets and candy wraps.
The car was parked while they ate. The mother said:
“It’s impossible to give our daughter food when the car is moving. But it is also
hard to eat and drive at the same time. There are no cup-holders for instance.
Really no space to put food on.”

We headed back to their neighborhood discussing the use of current storage
spaces. I realize the storage spaces provided was mostly used for objects that
seldom leaves the car such as trash, documents for the car, ice-scrape. The
valuables were stored in the pockets of the jacket or in the brought handbag
of the mother. There was also a nurse bag with food, napkins, bottles of
warm water etc. The mother complained over having no good space for her
handbag when driving. She would like to be able to reach it when in need of
the phone, wallet, keys etc. No external objects that already were inside the
car were used during the drive and all of them stayed within. After finally
finding a parking spot, the car was cleared of trash from the fast food in the
same bag they received it in. The bag was thrown in a public trashcan on a
light post on the street. No other trash was cleaned out of the car.
4.1.3 Selection of notes and observations
• The father said he doesn’t use the provided storage compartment at all.
Even so, they were filled with trash, parking tickets, candy-paper wrap, sanitary napkins etc. The mother said she used the glove box when traveling as a
passenger.
• During the drive, there were situations when I noticed that the driver
was searching for a storage surface, just to be able to free his hands for a
moment when given new things. In many situations, he gave things to me
and excuses himself by adding “I normally put them where you sit”.
• Backpacks, handbags and jacket pockets were used to carry external
objects in and out of the car. The parents found this solution best in order
to quickly gather stuff and also not to forget them in the car. During the
study, only the father’s mobile phone and keys were being temporary
placed in the car on the dashboard shelf.
• Quote: Me asking - “Is it hard to find space for the trash?” Dad answers “Nah, and we don’t have any good cup holders either”.
• Center of gravity is told to be the passenger front seat or dashboard shelf.
4.1.4 Conclusion
The first study enhanced my perception of cars lacking opportunities
for the user to temporary store their objects but also trash. Perhaps the
interior of a vehicle such as the Volvo 245, developed in early 1970’s, was
easy to criticize since there were many new objects that were carried today.
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Mobile phones as the size we use today didn’t exist when this interior was
designed. However the need of surface storage spaces gets more obvious
when there weren’t any. The small shelf on the center stack was a surprisingly useful space since it had an edge that prevented objects from falling
out. The passenger seat was a good space for temporary storing objects,
maybe not in terms of safety in case of hard breaking, but was also not
designed for that matter. The brought bags indicated that there was a need
of carrying objects in and out quick but also in order not to forget objects
in the car. Unfortunate, it was difficult in a driver position to place the
handbag in a reachable area possibly making it unsafe to reach items while
driving. Last but not least was the issue of the trash spread out. The need
of tidiness is individual but clearly the trash did disturb the users. The idea
of trashcan wasn’t appreciated since the user said he had tried having one
before but never seamed to remember to empty it.
4.2 User Interview nr.2 - 2011 02 23
4.2.1 Mother of 8 year old son and 5 year old daughter

The second user study was conducted with a mother of two children. We
met up after her job in a city, going out to pick up her kids at daycare and
school near a suburb. She had an Audi A3 Avant station wagon. We traveled for approximately 1 hour, getting out of the car at both daycare center
and school. It was done in daylight in early afternoon at wintertime. I sat
in the passenger seat again but this time I had an assistant with me, documenting the study in its entirety with a video camera as I took notes and
voice-recordings.
4.2.2 Brief summery
I met up the user at her job and we walked together to the car that was
parked on a big parking lot a couple of blocks away. She was carrying one
small handbag, one bigger bag and one paper bag. At the car, she opened
the luggage space and put the bigger bag and paper bag there. The bag
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carried work related items, documents, computer etc. and the paper bag
also carried small amount of documents. In the luggage space there were a
bottle of washing fluid, ice-scraping tools, two child seats, an umbrella. The
child seats were often placed here when adults were traveling in the backseat, she explained. Since we were about to pick up her kids, she put the
child seats back in again. When closing the trunk, the hat rack covered the
luggage space and had a white beanie on it. The backseat area was dirty and
worn. , She excused herself for not have cleaned the car before and said:
“It’s a pity that the kids are soiling down the back of the seats with their dirty
shoes. It doesn’t matter if we clean it because it is just as dirty after a week or so”

We got in to the car and had a joint look in the interior and existing storage
space. Her small handbag was put between the two front seats, covering
an open storage space with cup holders. There was a jalousie that could be
drawn over the space but wasn’t used since there where some color pencils
and empty soda can sticking up. She wanted to have the handbag close to
her during the drive if she needed to access the wallet or keys for instance.
The mobile phone was put in a tiny pocket between the handbreak lever, in
case of someone calling. In front of the gear lever and under the radio was a
bigger space which held several items: a bead plate done by the kids, partyinvitation, cell phone charger, flashlight, the cigarette lighter for the 12v car
socket and parking tickets.
“I use this space the most and also the one on the door. But the space I use the
most is the one where I have my mobile phone. It’s great because the phone
doesn’t go around.”

The glove box had some kids drawings, car manual and service paper
and feminine sanitary protection. The passenger door space only had an
old road map in it. As we went out of the city the user explained that the
car she drove was actually the second car of the family. Used frequently
when in need of transporting bigger objects due to it’s practically of
being a station wagon with foldable seats. Just the other day they where
transporting wood planks with the car, hence the child seats in the luggage
space. The other car was used of the entire family when going on holidays
making car accessories being moved between the cars. Child seats were
frequent moved but also a parking disc meter, used at a specific parking lot
with both cars at separate times.
At the daycare center we picked up her daughter. The schoolbag went in
the luggage space. As the mother buckled up her daughter in the backseat
she held a drawing from daycare in one hand. The drawing ended up on
the dashboard once we drove to the nearby school to pick up her son. The
procedure was similar only the son brought a diploma from school that
ended up with the drawings. She explained that she normally would put
them on the passenger seat if I weren’t there. The study came to an end
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as the family made a stop at the local shopping mall to buy a present for
the party of the invitation in the car. “That’s why I kept it in the car, to
remember to shop a present” the user said. Only the small handbag was
brought from the car once we parked and got out of the car. Other bags
where left in the luggage compartment being covered by the hat rack. Kids
gloves and beanie’s were left in the backseat while shopping.
4.2.3 Selection of notes and observations
• The user would really like to hide away objects and have a clean environment. Quotes: “You want the car to be cleaned and have stuff tucked away,
otherwise it becomes a stress factor.” Also to be able to hide objects from
thieves. According to the user there has been thefts in cars when parents
picks up their children from school.
• User was missing the old car, a Saab 9-5 station wagon since the cup
holders were integrated in the upper center stack and not in the center
console as the present car.
• Didn’t like car accessories since they were not well integrated and easy to
forget when in need of putting them in different locations and cars.
• Was carrying a lot of objects in and out of the car in different bags. Total
of 6 bags where handled in the study session, plus the kids drawing that
ended up in the car. When leaving the car with every object, there would
also be beanies, gloves and scarfs to gather and taking out of the car.
• Center of gravity appears to be the center stack console, both behind and
in front of gear lever.
4.2.4 Conclusion
The second study was an experience of multiple external objects that’s
being transported in and out of the car. Both bags of the user and car
accessories were transported between cars, house, work, day care, school
and garage. It was not just bags with items neatly stored in them but also
loose items such as gloves. There was clearly a need of carrying a bag to be
able to transport all items that did end up in the car. Even so, there were
situations when the family needed to run several times between the car and
house to bring all external things inside. Before leaving the city the user
spend time to carefully place the external objects for the drive. I guess the
user had to decide where the external objects would be put in the car in
order to focus on the drive. When driving, some objects was added to the
interior but not taken out. Loose objects would be both stored on surfaces
of the dashboard or put in storage spaces provided, but not taken out of the
car. The time spend on gathering objects to carry them out of the car was
minimum. These objects could potentially be seen as trash later on. The
interior had several appreciated storage opportunities for external objects.
Because of the amount and difference of the objects, they were however
overloaded. The interior lacked flexibility of the space that prevented the
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user to benefit from them in some extent. The spaces were also exposed of
different type of objects making it hard to specify the use of space.
4.3 User Interview nr.3 - 2011 02 24
4.3.1 Car pool parent with 3 year old son

The third study was conducted with a father of a 1,5-year-old son using a
car pool service. The car of the specific study was a Volvo V70. Instead of
interviewing on an actual drive, I meet them in their home and experience
their preparation process before driving. We went through the steps of
using a car pool service. The interview was conducted in 1 hour in daylight
during wintertime. We were both sitting in the car and standing outside
discussing. I used a video camera to document both audio from our discussion but also filmed specific parts.
4.3.2 Brief summery
The interview already began in the users home by having a joint look at
the website and booking system of the car pool. The user had to pre-book
the car in advance in order to know that it would be available. Even so, the
car was used sparingly since the placement was fairly new according to the
user. The user apparently had requested to be closer to a car lot in order to
use the service, which made the company setting up a location next to the
front door of the apartment house. On the member-page he could get an
overview of different nearby cars, with available time frame. There were
opportunities of statistics and information that made him aware of the
mileage and total month cost. An appreciated opportunity since the user
was running company-related errands with the car but with a different
login. Before going down to the car, the user got dressed and grabbed along
the pre-packed nurse bag. We picked up a child seat and a stroller from
a facility room on our way. Since the car was being shared, there were no
possibilities of leaving such items in the car. He said:
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“This is the only real downside of sharing cars, to not be able to leave some
things in the car over night, even though I will be using it again in a couple of
hours.”

While at the car, the bag, stroller and child seat was put on the ground as
he opened the car with a plastic card, holding it on the front window with a
wireless reader inside. Users could also open the car with their cell phone.
As the car was unlocked users could use two methods of accessing the car
key – either by getting a text-message with a random code for the keypad
or simply typing a personal code. The keypad confirmed the code and
released the locked car key. The procedure was done in the opposite way
once the user finishes using the service. As for the statistics, the keypad
sent information which user was starting or finishing a session. The car
was well maintained with no external objects when we entered. User said
that the experience of driving pool cars was identical to a rental car. When
sitting in the car, the user was carefull in placing external objects. The user
immediately put his gloves on the passenger side front seat for surface
storing. The only valuable place in the car was the mobile phone and as the
user says:
“I only put it here when driving for a longer journey, otherwise I keep it in my
pocket, the car has built in Bluetooth which works great. I don’t have to fiddle
with the phone while driving.”

When going on longer journeys there were more external objects spread
out in the car since the family knows that they will use it for a while, he
explained. Only the armrest storage compartment was being used to store
items such as cd’s, mobile phone chargers, parking tickets etc. The user
explained:
“We often gather those things in a bag in the apartment to be able to transport
them to the car and empty them in the car before we drive”

The luggage compartment was big and there were no issues when the user
put the stroller there. The nursing bag was being left on the stroller on
short trips in order to have it all ready when leaving the car. In the backseat
when installing the child seat, the user dug out a belt that has been tucked
away under the seat. The belt was used to attach the child seat. He said:
“This is actually the one thing I leave in the car because attaching the belt is
tediously. I hope that no one notice it and throw it away or steel it but since I’ve
put it there no one seems to have notice. I also have a spare one if it does get
away.”

He also explained that he did loose a camera bag once that he forgot in the
car. Fortunately there were nothing important in it but reminds himself
not to forget anything in the car. Even when finish using the car they were
obliged to clean the car and empty it.
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4.3.3 Selection of notes and observations
• There were no outspoken opportunities for personal adjustments of a
shared car. No individual storage space in the car or next to the car lot.
Child seat and other bigger accessories were stored in personal facility
rooms already owned by the user.
• User kept belongings in one place or space to make it easy to remember
taking them out when the drive was finished.
• There seemed to be more time spend on emptying the car and finishing a
session than to prepare it, when comparing to an owned car.
• Mobile phone integration was the only personalization of the car.
• “The car feels better than a normal car because it is always fresh and
neat. Even if you buy a new car it gets shabby quite quickly.” when asking
about the feeling of using a car that’s not self-owned.
• Center of gravity seems to be on the center stack console, behind the gear
lever. But valuables were mostly still located in driver’s jacket pockets.
4.3.4 Conclusion
It becomes obvious that the built in storage spaces were sparsely used
because of fear of loosing objects forgotten in the car. The behavior was
similar in many situations when using a space that isn’t being self-owned.
The user tends to gather objects in strategic places even more than the car
owners to be able to remember them. The center of gravity-principle of
gathering objects was used all over the car. Even when putting the stroller
in the luggage, the nurse bag was paired with it. The aspect of previous
user studies not spending time when leaving the car was the other way
around in this situation. The user would have to plan and check several
times before leaving the car if something was left behind. The belt strap
was an interesting point since it indicates a need of customization in order
to cut preparation time when leaving. Car owners could minimize that
time since they already have individual based items and settings in the car.
Even though the car was somewhat cleaned and maintained by the service
provider, there was an empathic factor of taking care of trash when leaving
the car, a process that also added time and effort once the session was over.
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4.4 User Interview nr.4 2011 03 08
4.4.1 Father with 1,5 year old daughter

The fourth study was conducted with a father and his 1,5-year-old
daughter. I meet him at his house in a suburb. We went to a preschool
picking up his daughter, then to a baby store and back to the house. The
user drove an Audi A4 Avant station wagon. The interview was conducted
in approximately 1 hour in daylight during wintertime. The daughter was
sitting in the backseat and I was sitting in the passenger front seat. I used a
video camera to document when getting in and out of the car and audio to
record discussions during travel.
4.4.2 Brief summery
I met the user in his house when preparing to leave for preschool. He
wasn’t carrying any bags, but put belongings in his jacket pockets before
leaving the house. As the weather was cold, he had gloves, but only holding
them in his hand and car keys in the other. We approached the car and just
before he got in the car he stoped and pointed to the backdoor explaining
that external bags and bigger items ends up there if he would bring any.
Once seated in the car he put the mobile phone on a closed jalousie in front
of the gear lever and the car key in the ignition and threw the gloves on the
passenger seat. I get in the car, which was very neat, comparing to the first
users, and we drove away. There were no trash on the floor or any visible
external object in the car except a parking meter in the driver side door. As
I looked around in the very well maintained interior he explained:
“I was planning to clean the car before the interview but my wife said I shouldn’t
since you wouldn’t se how it really looks like”

I asked where the trash usually end up an he said:
“I usually take it all with me once leaving the car and throw it at home and
sometimes at gas stations and stores.”
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I asked about banana peal as an example of trash, which he explained being
thrown on the floor as a reminder of throwing it away. The user believed
it’s ok to eat in the car since it’s inevitable when traveling on longer
journeys with kids but ads “But of course I would make sure there isn’t a
milkshake in this car.”
I let him describe the different storage compartments and how he used
them. The placement of the cellphone was done because of the easy access
to it if someone called. Comparing to the other Audi-user he was not afraid
of driving while talking on the phone as long as it was a short conversation.
He explained:
“When I was studying at the university I was driving taxi on the weekends and
night in my own car. It was only a small business so I had a mobile phone to
take runs myself while driving and taking notes at the same time. I don’t do that
today but it worked fine then.”

I asked why he didn’t use the storage space in the center stack console,
which was showed to be too small for the phone making it sticking up,
potentially falling out. We approached the preschool and stoped. The user
put his daughter in the car first, leaving the picked up stroller with nursing
bag on it aside. When put the stroller in the luggage compartment he
explained that he missed his old car, a Mercedes Benz A-class due to it’s
flexible interior. The stroller was the real reason why the family got a new
car in the first place since the old car only could transport a stroller once
the seats where folded.
“The old car was great of transporting bigger things, but we were only two
people then. It could take two bicycles inside the car even with the luggage door
shut. We even drove a dishwasher home in it with the luggage door shut. This
car is unfortunately too low to do that.”

The nursing bag was put aside stroller in the luggage compartment and
the user explained that all bags would be put there. Objects needed while
driving was brought in to the interior. We drove away to the baby store to
buy a seat protector, as the user wanted to protect the backseat from his
daughter’s feet against it. The mother had sown a protection with pockets
for toys in it but was to short to cover the entire seat. The user described
neatness of the interior to be essential in a good driving experience.
Additional external items would create a visually messy environment. Also
there was the issue of items going around the car and disturb while rattle.
However on longer journeys, which the family does often, the car was told
being packed up to the dashboard. Before driving away from the store,
the user sets up the new protection, being satisfied. The empty bag from
the store was thrown on the floor in the backseat. When arriving back at
the house, the bag was taken out and put in his pocket to be thrown in the
house.
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4.4.3 Selection of notes and observations
• The user claimed to not like external car accessories because they sometimes were forcing the owner to tamper with the original car interior.
• The user valued a neat interior and simply focused on taking things out
from the car, not leaving any items in the car. Spent more time than user 1,
2 and 3 in this study to clean the interior.
• Quote “When you have a child, you notice how much you have to do with
one hand”
• User complained of not enough and versatile cup holder. Only bigger
drinks fitted.
• Center of gravity is pointed to be the center stack console, in front of gear
lever. But keys and wallet are still located in driver’s jacket pockets.
4.4.4 Conclusion
This user had the tidiest self-owned car of the study so far. The experience
was almost cleaner tshan the car pool service. Perhaps this was a dedication in taking care of his objects? The external objects that did end up
in the car were simply put on surfaces. In some ways this had to do with
the easy access of things because of the short drive. If traveling longer
the storage compartment would probably be used more in order to keep
up with a clean environment. The space intended for one of the objects
of center of gravity was to small and therefore useless leaving the space
unused. An ironic aspect since the 5-year-old car was produced when
mobile phones were about the same size as the time of the study and a
common use as well. If storage spaces were designed for the use of the
present objects it would be hard to adjust to future objects because the lack
of flexibility.
4.5 User Interview nr.5 - 2011 03 15
4.5.1 Business Car user and 17 year old daughter
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The last interview was conducted with a father of a 17-year old daughter
using a company car, a Volvo V70. I met him during his workday in the
car doing a non-stop journey in approximately 2 hours. I joined him in
the morning in a small city as he picked me up on his journey. We went on
the freeway for the most of the time, and finishing the interview on a gas
station in a bigger city. I used a video camera to capture the most of the
discussion and taking notes otherwise. The interview was conducted in
daytime in the winter.
4.5.2 Brief summery
I met the user at a train station. We began the journey quickly due to his
tight schedule. The car was fairly new, only about one year old. The interior was tidy but comparing to it’s age it had more stains, scratch marks,
fingerprint and overall wear comparing to my previous user studies. It was
obvious that the car was being used frequently. There were some external
objects in the interior. An empty energy drink can in one of the center stack
cup holder and a mobile phone charger in the 12v socket next to it. The user
mobile phone was placed next to the charger in a small storage compartment. The second cup holder next to the energy drink had an iPod in it. I
took a look in the armrest storage compartment as the user said, “That’s
the trash-box”. Visually, the first that struck me was all the cords, intertwined in each other; headset, iPod-connector, GPS-navigation charger and
another mobile phone charger. There were also a GPS-navigation device,
some cd’s, napkins and pens. Before I were able to ask about the objects
in the box, his phone rang through the interior speakers. He answered the
call, me being quiet and listening. The call involved an inquiry and the
user was willing to help. By accepting the user also urged the man calling
to send him the inquiry to his email. The call ended and the user explained
that the procedure was common when receiving calls, to urge people to
send him email with a copy and confirmation of decisions and agreements.
This was simply a safety aspect of him not being forced to take notes while
driving, making him effectively and flawlessly work and at the same time
driving.
I asked about the armrest compartment and the user explained that it was a
very appreciated space, comparing to the glove box, which was never used.
I opened the glove box, which was completely full of documents, pastilles,
work-gloves and car service manual. The space in front of the armrest was
however appreciated and so popular that the user said he didn’t shut the
cover jalousie available at all. The user explained jokingly:
“This is were everything ends up; Coffee, sandwiches. I mean, this is my restaurant, as I usually say. It’s a little low on pommes frites today otherwise there it
usually always be something like that left there.”
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I asked about the satisfaction of the placement of the area. The user
explained that he would appreciate the placement to be furter up than on
the lower dashboard and upper center stack.
“I mean, I do not fiddle with the automatic climate control panel that much and
for the stereo and phone, I have buttons on the steering wheel for that.”

I noticed that there were not many parking tickets laying around and the
user tells me that he were quick in sorting them out. The ones to be saved
within his job goes in the pocket straight away and the other ones ends up
in the driver door side compartment and often used to hold used gum in
it. The trash of the car was considered an extensive problem but taken out
when leaving the car and work everyday. The user explained that he often
eat in the car as he doesn’t have time to stop and eat. The trash was also
taken out as he stoped for new food or at gas stations but was temporary
stored in the driver side door compartment. When the journey was over I
took a quick look in the luggage compartment as there were no bags in the
interior. In the back there were a briefcase, folders, and bike rack. The bike
rack was used the day before when picking up his daughter with her bike.
The briefcase and folders were usually put in the passenger side floor and
seat. But moved to the luggage compartment to make room for me. The
jalousie in the luggage was drawn over to cover them while we left the car
unattended.
4.5.3 Selection of notes and observations
• The user ate a lot in the car and lacked surfaces and storage suitable for
it. Trash was considered to be an issue once the food was eaten, especially
old cups. The user struggled to find space for old cups when buying new
drinks.
• Prepared the car with stuff and documents for the next day when leaving
the car after a workday. Trash was also taken out.
• The user felt that there was no real time to clean the interior because it
was difficult to do it quick.
• Used the built in automatic opportunities frequently, not needing to
fiddle and focus on external devices and objects.
• When using the car for personal journeys, the family strategically packed
different bags; items divided depending on when and were it will be used in
the car.
• Center of gravity appeared to be in the same spot as the car pool user, in
front of gear lever. Although this time, the jalousie was drawn back.
4.5.4 Conclusion
The final user study enabled me to experience an interior used mainly as a
work tool. The most striking difference of the other user was the evidence
of food used in the car. Stains and fingerprint did make the environment
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feel unclean but not messy. The work principles enabled an efficient user
behavior in taking out trash and handle external objects. Most touch
points were well thought out, perhaps a company car hygiene factor. The
representable aspect of the car, similar to a regular office, meant it had to be
maintained. Even though there were some stains and evidence of work, the
impression was of a tidy car. An office could have several items in them but at
the same time feel impersonal. Offices were replaceable and not always dedicated to one person since people may switch job. Company cars were also
replaceable as users were assigned a new one’s each third year. I believed
this could affect the behavior using the car as a pure tool and not chosen by
emotions or personal practicalities. The bags claimed to be brought during
personal journey’s also points to a behavior such as the car pool service use.
The mindset is probably similar. Personal items were brought only when
needed and the car remained to be an unemotional used tool.
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5.0 Mapping experience
In order to map the experience of the user studies I put, to me, interesting
notes from the interviews on post-its. Each interview was given individual
colors in order to track the notes to a certain user. The post-its enabled
me to arrange and re-arrange the notes creating categories by similarities.
I started out by putting together similar behavior, desires and physical
aspects. The categories became in different extent. I chose to focus and
define the categories that became large. Eventually I had created four
categories with notes of:
1. Trash, parking tickets, cleaning, banana peal and gum
2. Handbag, backpack, collected items – brought in and out
3. Existing storing spaces, center stack console use, center of gravity
4. Bigger accessories, child seats, cool box

5.1 Service designed for food and disposables - category 1
The most striking experience of the studies was the amount of trash that
the users had in their car interiors. Almost every storage component had
some sort of trash in it, everything from expired parking tickets, empty
candy wrap and out-drunken bottles. I believed trash was inevitable in
car interiors when used on a daily basis. Trash was considered an issue of
many users. I noticed that the trash was connected to items that quickly
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serve its purpose. For instance, the banana-peal was not considered as
trash when holding the banana before and during eating but as soon as the
banana was eaten the peal had served its purpose and became as trash. It
was exactly the same with the biggest trash-source of the studies – parking
tickets. They were used to prove temporary parking permission but as soon
as the permission was timed-out, the tickets were considered to be trash.
An obvious difference in trash handling in cars and people’s home was the
governmental service of taking away trash from properties. In cars we need
to find trashcans ourselves outside the car to get rid of the unwanted items.
In order to support the flow of trash leaving the car I focused on touchpoints where users interact with the world outside of the car. User number
five pointed out the issue of not knowing where the out-drunken can would
end up when the new one entered the car. This inspired me to create the
first category for the creative process - a service of making trash leaving the
car as new items enters the interior. New items would replace the old trash,
not adding to them.
5.2 The brought bag - category 2
The second category was observations and discussions of bags. Every user
appeared to use a bag in order to quickly get hold of personal items when
leaving the car. Women used handbags as a center of gravity prior to take
out the items and spread them around in the compartments. Even though
its popularity, users struggled to find a space for the bag, especially as I
took the passenger seat during the interviews. It was excessively to imply
the car to lack space for a smaller bag due to large space opportunities in
general. However, there was lack of appropriate space around the driver’s
seat where bags would be accessible during driving. In a safety mindset
the best way would be to not have the opportunity to fiddle around in a
bag during driving. Even so, the users in the study had a tendency to place
them in an accessible distance to themselves during the drive. The act
was perhaps more psychological based, having belongings close by, since
none of the users did use the bag during the actual drive. Car pool service
and company car user had even further strategic approaches when placing
bags in the cars. In particular, the car pool service user simply had to
keep control of external bags otherwise items might got lost. The service
was similar to public transportation in a matter of transporting objects.
I believe no one would willingly leave a bag behind on a public transport
for the fear of loosing it. Inspired by the behavior of public transportation
and users collecting external items in the studies, the second category was
created to focus on the brought bag.
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5.3 Flexible interior - category 3
In the studies I noticed a difference in needs and desires of the interior
space. Users different lifestyles and pattern was a main distinction. The
volume and size of a space was affected by users choices of external objects.
For instance, the different dimensions and proportions of mobile devices
made it impossible to make one space that could hold every phone safely.
Even a brought bag comes in various sizes. None of the users of the studies
said to hade chosen their bag or external objects based on space limitations
of their car interiors. Even if interiors could be custom made, the next
person using the car might not use similar sets of objects. Apart from the
variation of the pure volume needed, the particular placement of a storage
space differs depending on situations one face as a driver. The same surface
or space might be in need of storing food at one situation and the brought
bag the next time. Surfaces also seemed to be used more than dedicated
compartments. Compartments used often contained a mess of objects.
Were users doubtful of using the compartments and spaces since they
didn’t really know what to do with it? If interiors of the studies would be
used dynamically with external objects, they would have to offer better flexibility in terms of volume, proportions and placement. Surprisingly none
of the interior storage spaces were able to transform in any way other than
the jalousie to hide objects. I believed there were great opportunities to
meet the current needs and demands by focus on creating dynamic interiors.
This was why the last creative category was focused on dynamic and flexible
interiors.
5.4 Storage facility - category 4
I decided not to work with the last category because of two reasons –
mainly because of my interest in the temporary use and everyday interaction, also due to my focus of the physical space around the driver. Although
bigger objects could be used frequently such as child seats; they were not
being used during the drive. Notes in this category also focused around
the luggage compartment. The use of the luggage compartment could be
compared to a facility storage room in a house. This was where bigger
objects are being stored for a longer time. Obviously many notes were
connected to specific spaces and areas in the interior.
To further understand how the space around the driver was used, I
sketched a general interior from above to mark areas that were mostly
used (picture on p. 36) The area most used for external items was the
center stack console area and passenger seat. The driver side comes next
as the users would put a lot of trash there. Trash was also mostly put on
the center stack console and on the floor on driver and passenger side. The
least used area for storing was the passenger side door compartment and
the glove box.
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5.5 Stakeholder automotive industry
As this thesis focused on improving the experience of the user it was
difficult to maintain an objective view of the automotive industry and not
criticize it based on prejudices. In an attempt to avoid negative focus of all
stakeholders of the automotive industry, I meet up with former Volvo Cars
designer Per Gyllenspetz to understand the complexity of developing cars.
Per shared experience of his work at Volvo Cars during the 1990’s. One of
the projects was actually based on his own life situation, as Per became a
parent during that time. Per realized that it was difficult to interact with
his newborn son, sitting in the backseat while driving. The only option at
that time was to fit an extra mirror to the dashboard if the child couldn’t
be seated in the front passenger seat. Per decided to equip a test car with
a hole in the dashboard, ripping out the air conditioning system. The
space could be used for the child seats, a brought bag or grocery bags as an
example. The car was also used to perform user tests of the project, which
received positive reviews.
Despite the positive response, the project was cancelled before going
into production. At that time Volvo Cars, as all of the automotive
manufacturers, fitted air condition system from one of very few external
manufacturers on the market. The AC-unit was universal and shaped as a
rectangular box. In order to fit in Per’s new suggested layout, Volvo Cars
asked the manufacturer if it was possible to design and deliver a unit of an
elongated shape box to be fitted horizontal in the dashboard. Unfortunate
for the project, the cost would be at least the double comparing to the
standard shape making Volvo Cars scrapping the project. This example
shows the complexity between needs of the users and cost effectiveness. If
users needs were to be prioritized thru all stages, the project would probably be commercialized. In Per’s experience, there was a known saying in
the industry that interior doesn’t close the deal on selling cars as much as
the outside. Therefore, cars were likely to offer more sporty options of rims
and external trims than interior solutions as an example. He quoted the
industry was lead by “fast-boys”.
As discussing the future of cars and ownership, Per believed we would be
using different cars for different needs and situations but not owning them
- small cars in cities, and changing to bigger, comfortable ones when leaving
cities. Per also believed parts of the interior would be movable from one car
to another. In order to do this even between different manufacturers and
brands, standards must be set up. If parts were to be removed and carried
even outside the car, what happens to brands as they were presented in other
context? According to Per interiors were designed by creating an environment in relation to technology, manufacturing and brand values, were parts
from car interiors often feels alien in other contexts.
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6.0 Creating proposals for solutions
I started to form ideas and connected thoughts from my user experience and
sketch. I used my categorization to focus my ideas and develop them within
the opportunities of each category.
6.1 Service design for food and disposables

The discussion in the last user study, eating seamed to be an important
activity of the users while driving. Eating might be the least issue but the
trash created because of it was considered highly annoying. I imagined the
food and trash-act as a cycle: food was bought at one place, evolving to trash
as the user finishes the meal. Once it was time to eat again the trash often
was taken out simply to make room for the new one. The action should be
repeated over and over again to be generalized. Take away food was commen
to be delivered and presented in disposable packages, there was no need for
the user to save and store the paper-wraps and cardboard-packages. They
were designed to be thrown away anywhere. But did they had to be designed
in that matter, to be useless as soon as the content were finished? I saw a
possibility to store digital contents in packaging, receiving a playlist or movie
for the kids after the meal? Also, packaging and service could be designed to
be as easy to return as to receive. Repacking greasy leftovers should be easy.
Why not design the original packing to seal the leftovers in a neat manner?
Drive-in staff should already start by simply asking, “May I take care of any
trash or leftovers”, in order to create a positive user experience. I also saw
an opportunity in being inspired and influenced of fine dining to create a
more enjoyable eating experience in the car. The car interiors could also be
better to adjust to users eating in the car. Perhaps by creating a standard of
disposals that could fit any car?
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6.2 The brought bag

The brought bag was in my eyes the most future-thought in terms of sharing
and changing cars with others. The category focused on creating an integrated and removable holder for personal items. Was it possible to design
such a bag that integrated just as well in the interior as in other contexts? My
first sketches was investigating a simple idea inspired by hanging file holders.
Several bag could be hanged on rails where the center stack was placed. The
great advantage of the idea was that the flexibility of placing different sizes of
“file’s” enabling the user to customize the space to bigger or smaller objects.
A “file” could even be fully closed to hide objects or fully opened to act as
storing on a surface.
6.3 Flexible interior

Dynamic storing space should seamlessly adapt to our needs. In my mind,
users should really be able to instinctively put their external object wherever in
the interior. To understand what flexibility could be interpreted in a physical
format, I sketched ideas of soft materials such as cloth, rubber and silicone.
I wanted users to be creative with the flexible opportunity and guide them
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to create their own space. In my sketches, I tried to understand how these
areas would look like and how they could transfer from a surface to bowls of
different sizes and shapes. My first ideas were based on the opportunity of
having a flat surface that could be pushed down, creating a storage space.
6.4 Stakeholder automotive industry
I wanted to test my ideas and thoughts in the eyes of the automotive
industry. I was able to met Scania interior designer Mårten Bergström.
Scania normally develops trucks and lorries. Mårten explained that truck
drivers spend more time in their vehicle than car owners, which might affect
the needs from the user. Some trucks had to include a big cabin where the
driver can live for several days. I found it inspiring to investigate how the
industrial designers at Scania had coped with some of the needs that also
came up in my user interviews. Mårten showed me trucks with many and
good places to put a trash bag for instance. The trucks also had removable
silicone inlays in every storage area to make it easy to clean. Overall the
trucks had more space than cars with clever interior storing solutions. Byers
were often small trucking companies that invested in customized interiors.
Much more than car byers, Mårten explained.
We later viewed my initial ideas and sketches together. Mårten suggested
several improvements in my work, such as sketching my ideas in context and
clarifying the sketches with complementing inspiration boards. Mårten was
also mostly interested in the flexible surface as he thought it was the most
innovative idea. I was affected of his advice due to his experience and insight
in the industry. Mårten also shared an expression of the industry of dividing
concepts in categories of productness or integration. Productness was
slightly more influenced by solution-based and geometrical product design.
Integration was influenced of classical automotive engineering where the
car was designed on a compound matter, just as Per Gyllenspetz described
interior parts as feeling alienated outside the car. Interestingly, we ended up
talking about the design process of Scania compared to the work of a student.
Mårten didn’t made user interviews himself for instance. Instead he got
user response via Scania retailers where customers give feedback. Perhaps a
way of working that was needed in an organization of such extent but really
eliminates the designer to ask direct questions to users.
6.5 Develop proposals
When reviewing my initial sketching and ideas with tutors I realized there
where a lot of potential in all three categories. It came clear to me that the
different focal point also were different in design foundation. I had already
created a category, no. 1, of service design with trash-handling. With the
comments from Mårten Bergström I could visualize category no 2, the
brought bag of being focused on graspable product design and category no
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3, the flexible interior to be more of a classical and integrated industrial
design concept. The brought bag put focus on a predicted behavior of the
future where the philosophy interferes with today’s interior layout. A flexible interior was a way for the present to meet the predicted future as the
idea focused on the materials and physical aspects rather than philosophy.
With the comments from Per and Mårten I was influenced and inspired to
work further on with the brought Bag and the flexible solution. The service
design focus was, despite a potential focus, a project based on external
matters rather than the interior itself. External solutions might end up being
adjusted to today’s standard rather than changing the core of the user issues.
As I moved on creating inspiration boards I decided to opt out the category
of service design of food and disposables.
6.6 Inspiration boards
I chose four images that described the feeling of the two categories together
with a few complementing words.
6.6.1 The brought bag – inspiration board

The inspiration board for the brought bag contained pictures of classical
objects with a modern twist. I wanted to reflect the evolution of some
everyday objects that has been an important for our way of living in the
western world. I also wanted to grasp a feeling of uniqueness when objects
becomes personal because of them being worn or hand made. The inspiration board set the focus of creating a solution with room for personality of
the users.
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6.6.2 Flexible surface – inspiration board

The flexible interior inspiration board was focused on dynamics with pictures
of organic shapes mixed with static material. I focused on reflecting soft
movement created by industrial and engineering processes. I felt there was
something interesting and futuristic with the organic versus digital. I wanted
the pictures to reflect a feeling of movement where the viewer interpreters
the objects of being adaptable when touched. The inspiration board was
focused on integrating the design idea with the interior in a seamless matter.
6.7 Volkswagen visit
I spontaneously went by a Volkswagen car dealer to experience what automakers were promoting when selling cars. Obviously, the dealer displayed
the whole spectra of their offers of different car models. I came to discussion
with a salesperson about what kind of demands they noticed from customers.
The customers of Volkswagen seemed to have a high loyalty for the brand
according to the salesperson. Personalization claimed being the biggest trend
at the time. Everyone wanted their car to be made for their own personality
or needs. Paint, rims, interior colors were all examples of areas where the
cars were being customizable. Interior wise the option of cloth-color or
leather was the biggest difference available. There was no option of customizing the temporary storing spaces. When asking about space I was explained
that the brand had a car specially made for families that had 22 different
trays for storage in the interior. The number seamed more important than
the offer of the space with less idea of what to put there.
6.8 Developing ideas
I continued developing my ideas with the direction of the inspiration boards
and experience from my tutor-sessions and meetings. I moved on narrowing
my ideas by reviewing them in a critical and result based mindset. I also
focused on sketching my ideas in context of the interior. When doing so, I
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chose to visualize the concepts without parts of the interior that not might be
needed in the future, such as gear lever, transmission tunnel and air condition unit. Even if these parts could be essential in future cars I wanted to use
the opportunity to ignore them and sketch concepts that takes advantage of
these spaces.
6.9 The brought bag

The first idea of the concept of the brought bag was focused on the bag itself.
In order to bring the concept further I needed to combine the brought bag
with the opportunity of bringing loose external objects being able to place
them in the same space. I was inspired by toolboxes that were built to spread
out and present tools in an organized matter when opened, being compact
when closed. Perhaps there could be an opportunity in designing a bag made
to open and fit seamlessly in an interior space. As I sketched I realized the
difficulties in combining different lifestyles in one space. Especially as I could
only guess what opportunities different users might want. I focused on the
experience of the user studies where the brought bag had an essential part of
the objects used frequently. The bags differed in size and volume and often
placed on surfaces available.
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Instead of designing a bag in itself I sketched opportunities of simply making
space for any bag. I was focused on moving away from designing spaces
where users had to adjust to a certain standard. Even if a brought bag could
be designed specifically for the car there were difficulties when users step
away from the pattern by either forgetting the bag or for instance buying
groceries with a plastic bag.

I sketched a simple jalousie in a flexible material that could be used either
as a surface area for storing or an area where users can put their bags. The
concept felt too unrealistic, simple and not innovative enough. I began to
loose interest in the idea.
6.10 Flexible interior
I moved on trying to understand what the flexible surface should be about
and how it could be presented. The first sketches were undefined since the
idea evolves around a flexible and adaptable opportunity. I realized the fully
flexible surface might be difficult to interact with, as there were no limitations or visual guides of possibilities. How could the user be aware of what
type of available spaces there were? The undefined space with flexible surface
may confuse the user if there was no visual evidence of opportunities.
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I started to define shapes, putting outlines and symbols on the surface to
guide users. I realized the static outlines could present of the walls of the
space. When pushing the surface at given symbol or better, on the actual line,
the space could be presented. If the surface was made of flexible material the
lines could rise and be lowered to stretch the material. The line could then
be repeated in the shape to be able to define depth and size of the space. A
line that rises from the surface would also create a protection wall for storing
items on a surface. Lines that are being used would be lit up to give visual
feedback to users.

The advantages of the adaptable surface were opportunities of individual
customization just as electric operated seat. Users could be able to program
different layouts suitable for different use and users. If the flexible surface
would be built in a material such as silicone, it would be easy to clean when
being fully retractable such as the Scania Trucks inlays.
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The concept quickly took over my process as I continued adding ideas that
could serve needs of the users. Even the brought bag could be placed as all of
the lines could be pushed down to make room for bigger bag. At this stage I
decided to focus on the concept of the Flexible Interior and develop it for the
final proposal.
6.11 Stakeholder automotive industry
Before heading on developing the concept I hade the opportunity to meet
Stefan Jansson, interior design executive at Volvo Cars to get feedback on
my ideas. I thought this suited the project state well as I had developed
concepts that we could discuss together. I was interested in listening to his
experience in reviewing my concept to prepare it for the automotive industry.
The feedback would help me in developing my final concept with known
issues and essential design aspects within the business. Stefan was positive
of the idea of the flexible surface. He advised me to rethink and perhaps add
present essential parts such as gear lever in my sketches. This would help me
visualize the idea, making it graspable and connected to our present context
of a car interior. Stefan explained Volvo Cars worked hard with the aspect
of closed storage. For security reasons this space was crucial to an interior
and a desired opportunity among their users. Users should be able to hide
external objects when leaving the car, even on short notice. Stefan advised
me to include this opportunity in my concept for it to be considered as
complete in the eyes industry. Final, Stefan also suggested an opportunity to
incorporate an armrest in the center console. To me, the most valuable feedback was about the closed storage. Not only because of the security reasons
but also connected to desires of the users of my studies. Closed storage was
used to hide away objects, making the interior perceived cleaner. Before
leaving Volvo Cars I requested props to help me present my final concept.
Stefan was able to arrange a car seat and a full-scale drawing from one of
their center consoles to help me design within right proportions.
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6.12 Designing context for final proposal
I was satisfied with the concept of the lines on surface, rising and lowering,
creating different space opportunities. At this stage I started to focus on
presenting the idea visually.

With feedback from Stefan Jansson I sketched opportunities of closed
storage in combination with the idea of the flexible surface. I imagined there
could be an opening in the center console. Some lines could maybe lack
material between them.

Because of the level-expanding surface, I started exploring a floating center
console rather than floor-based. A floating center console could also bring
even more opportunities to temporary store and hide bags and larger objects
underneath the console. I sketched opportunities where the console emerges
from the dashboard between the front seats. In addition to the flexible walls,
I sketched a fixed frame design. The console would expand between the fixed
frame and the walls hidden when being used.
I notice the sketches became diverse in shape and design language. I needed
to focus the design language instead of creating a new one with every sketch.
At this stage in the process, my concept and proposal was based on ideas of
opportunity rather than adjusting to a set environment or a specific automaker
design language. Even though focus of the brief aimed to create opportunities
outside the industry standards, I needed to create a visual base for my idea.
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I wanted the shape to be universal for the viewer to adapt the concept idea
of the project and be able to project onto other design languages. This study
was focused on space opportunities from start, prior to styling. Alternatives
to a universal design language could be to implement the idea in a present
design context or design language. Since this study wasn’t in close collaboration with any car manufacturer I chose not to use a present context or design
language. Instead I chose two iconic chairs as inspiration for a minimalistic
and well-known design language.

To the left Vitra by Verner Panton, To the right The Ant by Arne Jacobsen

“Vitra” – plastic chair by Verner Panton and The Ant – Bent wood chair by
Arne Jacobsen. Both chairs were based on double carved surfaces that give
the illusion of volume. The surfaces also have a clear outline. Outlines were
useful as they would be used as visual directions where the users imagination
fills in the gap between them.

I used my new set inspiration to sketch components of the concept context.
I used the outlines to form light shapes aimed to bring transparent feeling
to the context. If the context would be perceived as light and transparent
I believed it was more likely to also be perceived as something dreamy and
futuristic, suitable for my concept without technical limitations of the present.
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I continued sketching the center console with inspiration of the two iconic
chairs. The outlines and lightness inspired me to explore opportunities of
the console being emerged from the floor again without being connected to
the dashboard.
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I also sketched opportunities of the dashboard being able to be fully flat on the
floor and almost disappear as transporting larger objects in the interior. As
the console could rise up or down, the base for the surfaces would be able to
set at different height, enabling more customization of the space for the user.
6.13 Tutoring of final proposal design context
As I struggled with diversity of the shapes in the sketches of the concept, I
asked my tutor, industrial designer Jonas Stengel for advise. Jonas suggested
I shouldn’t exclude the whole interior design, as this could be an opportunity
of “showing off” and selling my project idea to the beholder. Jonas also
advised me to yet again connect the console with the dashboard, as the
concept would be better integrated to the driver environment. After all, the
user focus for this study was the driver. To complement my inspiration of
chairs, Jonas suggested a newer one such as Myto by Konstantin Gricic to
stretch the concept even further with a futuristic look. Myto was also built
by light double carved surfaces but complements the organic shapes with
sharper edges and lines.

Myto by Konstantin Grcic

6.14 Last minute revised design concept
I moved on with the advice from Jonas and sketched complete dashboards
with inspiration of the Myto chair. The concept became visually more of an
integrated solution as Mårten Bergström of Scania Trucks explained earlier.
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The center console was yet again connected to the dashboard. I sketched
opportunities to rise and lower the console from the dashboard to benefit
from the idea of having the surface at different levels. The advantage of being
able to separate the two could also have been the answer of closed storage
as the gap could be used as an opening of the space. Despite the opportunity
I chose to focus on presenting the surface concept since the time span left
forced me to move forward. I was more interested in presenting a solid
concept then trying to solve a feedback comment this late in the process.
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I sketched a design idea where the shape of the console continued to a screen
on the dashboard. The meeting of the screen and console created a natural
dominant focal point, suitable for highlighting my surface concept. I chose to
use this design to visualize my thesis concept.
6.15 Presenting the final proposal
The final proposal was built digitally in SolidWorks. I chose to build a model
in 3D to be able to achieve realistic renderings in a time effective manner.
The process of creating a design language of the context was time consuming.
By building a 3D-model I could easily make changes comparing to make
photorealistic renderings in 2D-program such as photoshop. Because of the
small amount of time left until deadline at this stage, I had to make proportional design decisions during the actual build. To help me achieve a good
base of the proportions, I used the drawing of a center console I received from
Volvo Cars.

The seats were schematically built with inspiration of my seat-sketches. The
center console was given a firm frame, as I believed this could contrast and
emphasize the perception of flexibility of the surface.
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I added the layout of the lines, created earlier in the design process on the
surface in Adobe Photoshop. I also added one schematic hole to show how
the surface would appear when presenting a space. Finally, I made the active
line light up to the user as visual feedback of the particular space being used.
The SolidWorks 3D-file was used to build a full-scale presentation model of
the surface next to the seat I was given by Volvo Cars.
I named the concept Level as the outlines were moving and creating space by
being on different levels.
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7.0 Results
This thesis was based on a design process. Whereby the result of the thesis
reflects the result of the design process. As true to my state as a designer, the
result of the design process was a design proposal of solution, created to help
humans in performing one, or several tasks. The final proposal resulted in
an interior concept of an interactive and flexible surface, called Level, where
users were offered different storing opportunities within the same space. The
concept supported the diverse needs of users and answers to my user studies
conducted to guide and inspire the process. The result was also highly influenced by the trend and movement of co-owned cars. It was created to be able
to adapt to different situations, needs and lifestyles.

The dynamic concept was built around a flexible surface made of silicone rubber.
The material, used in todays interiors such as in Scania Trucks, were easy to
wipe of and has high friction, preventing external objects of moving around.
The concept offered user flexibility of space by outlines incorporated in the
surface. When users touched the outline, it would lower and create a space
with silicone walls between the lowered outline and the fixed outline next
to it. The user would interact and create space by touching the lines. The
lines would also lit up when being used. To simplify the process of creating a
space on the surface during driving, all available lines would be lit up when
touching the surface between lines. More importantly, the lines were slightly
bulged on the surface, making it possible to sense where there were spaces
available even when not looking. The surface presented in the final proposal
had a pattern of several outlines. The outlines were made to example the
possibilities of outline-layout. In this example, some outlines were copied
inside the shape with distance. The stretchiness of the silicone was limited
which affected the depth of the space depending on material offered to stretch.
By multiplying the lines in the same shape, the depth could be increased
bringing the space even further down.
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The line concept layout offered the opportunity to lower a large amount of lines
to create spaces for larger objects such as a brought bag. In temporary storing
situations, users would probably use this opportunity the most according to
my user studies. In the context of the final proposal with no transmission
tunnel, there was also space available for larger objects under the console.

As the flexible interior concept was based by technology, there were opportunities to store space layout for specific users or auctions. The last used
space could be default settings on start up for one user as an example. Saved
configurations could also be used in several cars, making the car used at the
moment adjust to users specific needs. In the aspect of co-ownership, users
would be able to access a pre-programmed interior layout with this concept.
The participants in my user studies also specifically expressed a desire to be
able to clean the interior easier. The surface could be set completely flat at
any time, making it easy to wipe of for the next user.
The flexible concept was presented in renderings and a full-scale model. The
renderings displayed an interior concept context with the flexible surface
presented on the center console. The full-scale model displayed the flexible
surface with the center console frame next to a Volvo Cars car seat.
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8.0 Discussion
There was no real end in this design process. Deadlines often states a result
that summarizes the present state of a project. Cars were good examples
of the never-ending evolvement in design. As soon as a new model was
presented, the design team moved on designing the next one. A huge part
of the design process was, in my mind about learning as much as possible
of the reality. There were endless of experience to benefit from. This design
process wasn’t an exception. The ideas and amount of research available in
the broad area of temporary storing was difficult to grasp in one proposal.
I couldn’t help getting influenced even in the very late stages of the design
work, stressing and complicating the work of presenting one proposal.
The extent of the exploratory work was simply too long in order to create a
graspable product proposal. This forced me into shorten the design process
significantly by excluding a big part of the sketching. I realize that the lack
of design language and direction made it harder to keep the sketch in line.
At one point of the project I believed I could have made the process better.
When mapping the experience of the users, I should have only picked one
category from the beginning. One would be enough to really work thru the
idea thoroughly. There would be enough ideas later on to create several ideas
around the same category. I also believed this would have given me time
to test my ideas in real life to evaluate the project within the process. The
project should have been better balanced between exploring and creating.
I believed there really was an opportunity in the automotive industry to
better adapt to their product to human needs and desires. The industry
had been facing issues with decreasing demands and tougher economical
climate. Many car brands did not survive the financial crises in 2007-2008. I
strongly believe this financial chock was good in the long run to the industry.
Sudden changes happen for a reason and the afterlife will probably be
changed forever. The crises were a huge creative opportunity to get a head
start of what new needs that people have evolved. When old habits don’t
reply anymore there was no idea in moving on as before. This was why I was
strongly influenced by the movement of sharing artifacts such as cars. It was
a creative way of using resource. That creativity should be embraced by the
industry focusing on the end-users.
My focus for this design project did come to be about the pure idea of a
flexible interior. I believed flexibility was a key in some extent to be better
adjusted to our external objects. The most frequent space clearly faced
different needs. I think my result pointed out the possibilities of creating
a dynamic interior that could be one selling point. The result could have
been stronger if the use of it would visually be better presented. As it was
presented, mainly the idea and the package of it were presented.
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The project enlightened me of the importance of connecting ideas and design
to reality. Users may not had all the answers to their needs but certainly
expressed a direction and focus. User studies were an excellent way of
choosing directions of design.
As for the ongoing design process there were some parameters that I would
liked to have explored further. Closed storage was mentioned and somewhat
included in late stages. To really explore and benefit from the idea I believed
the feature should be part of the original idea. The opportunity was brought
up at the meeting with Volvo Cars late in the process. If included in the result
it would simply just be added to the idea, which was why I decided not to
work with it.
The digital and flexible surface also enabled the opportunity to include other
technical solutions. Temperature control could be integrated to make drinks
or food stay fresh for a longer time. Even mobile devices could also have been
charged via induction options. Concepts were however easy to overload with
ideas and solutions. This process made me realize that simplicity and narrow
focus clarifys ideas when presenting. It also clarifys the communication of
the initial aim and thought.
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Abstract
This project is set to create a solution for interior storage space in future car
cabins of 2050. The project will be based on qualitative contextual user studies.
I will also find inspiration in previous studies within the area and make behavior
studies to broader the perspective. The aim for the exploratory work is to collect
experience in order to create a creative base for my concept and prototype work
that will be tested in the set context. The final proposal will be presented as a
full-scale model.

Background
The cars available today offer a number of different storage space within
the interior: everything from the traditional glove box and arm rest to more
innovative such as a bowl behind the steering wheel and a space for an umbrella
in the door. I believe that the storage system in cars today is based on technical
limitations rather than the human needs. I imagine car owners are forced to be
creative about the storage space offered within the cabin. Since people use cars
for different reasons I also imagine that the need of storage vary depending on
factors; such as length and purpose of the trip. A car used for business may
require a different storage need than for vacation purpose.

Purpose
The project area is set to the car interior of a 2050 Volkswagen station wagon. I
will investigate the storage spaces available today for external objects that can be
reached inside of the car. The result of this investigation will be related to how
the use of the future car will be.
I have set the target group to parents of under-aged children. I project that the
family lives in a larger city in the year 2050 where the same car is used for both
shorter and longer trips. The car is a middle-size station wagon, for example
a Volkswagen Passat. I will have to define the physical object in the terms of
Volkswagen core values.
The aim of the project is to create a solution of temporary storage system for
future car cabins that follows human needs. The exploratory work is focused on
finding a platform from user studies that concepts can be based on. Concepts
will be tested in reality to experience how the use is affected.

Theory and Method
I will investigate previous studies to give me an insight of studies that have
been done and how to connect my work to it. I hope to find core values of future
demands that can help me in the development of the physical object. I will find
inspiration and trends from contemporary work from blogs and magazines.
Interesting studies/work
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sevs project http://www.sevs.se/SEVS-Brochure.pdf
Future Studies/trend forecasting
Shadowing: And other techniques of doing field studies in modern societies –
Barbara Czarniawska
Contextual interview
Design research
Hi-Point: The fundamentals of car design and packaging – Stuart Macey
Blogs and Magazine
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For the exploratory work, I chose to focus on qualitative studies. The purpose
is to dig deep and not on the surface. The qualitative studies will be based on
contextual video interviews and studies of the use of car cabin storage space.
Possible methods
•

Qualitative Studies
This gives me the opportunity to deeply investigate the area. I want to create
a dialog with the stakeholders throughout my work.

•

Workshops
I would like to arrange a workshop with experts of car interior design and to
let them brainstorm in the mindset of storage space in future car cabins.

•

Behavior Studies and Shadowing
To broader my view on the use of the car interior storage space, I will make
behavior studies. The studies will be based on both shadowing and quick
and short interviews on parking lots where I hope to get an insight on
what could be stored in a car interior. To fully understand this collected
experience, I plan to meet an expert of behavior studies that can help me get
into the right mindset.

•

User studies
The benefit of user studies is the dialog and interaction with the
stakeholders. This allows me to get feedback during the work. The user
studies will be based on contextual video interviews. The interview will show
the use of car cabin storage space. The aim is to find five families that I
can follow during specific trips; example, a family going grocery shopping. I
will follow them before, during and after with additional questions on their
actions. A crew of camera man and notary will let me focus on the family.

The process
The work conducted in this project as well as the process will be presented
in a blog (www.futureinterior.wordpress.com), accessible for all stakeholders.
This will be a good underlay for the paper and I will focus Fridays on the paper
overall.
In the beginning of March, I will decide in what direction to steer and what
the concepts will be about. After the exploratory work I will evaluate the work
conducted. Then I will be able to move forward and develop a product to meet
the needs that emerged in the survey.

Presentation of physical object
I will choose a suitable presentation method depending on the outcome of the
work.

Questions and thoughts
•
•
•

What happens when the cars are electric and the floor is flat?
Is it possible to create a standard for modules that enables you to change
them, even in second hand cars and also between brands?
What demands do the different stakeholders have?
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